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1. Apte and Lichnerowicz [2] [5]*} have proved that if an affine trans-
1

formation with respect to the first canonical connection Γj£

Λ on a compact almost
Hermitian manifold Vin preserves the almost complex structure, then it is an
automorphism, that is an isometry preserving the almost complex structure.

On the other hand, Tachibana [7] has recently proved that if a trans-
formation on a compact O* -space preserves the almost complex structure φi

A 1 1

and moreover the skew symmetric covariant tensor Kkj = K kji

h φj, where Kkji

h

denotes the curvature tensor with respect to the first canonical connection
1

Γ#Λ, then it is an automorphism. By definition, an O* -space considered by
Koto [3] is an almost Hermitian space on which the tensor v* Φn is pure. Here
V denotes the covariant derivative with respect to the Christoffel symbol j .. \

constructed from the Hermitian metric giS of Van- The tensor T7kΦa is called
pure if it is pure with respect to any two indices, and v* Φa is said to be pure
with respect to indices k and j when the relation (Vr φjt) φu = (v* Φπ) φf
holds.

Some other special almost Hermitian spaces with additional conditions are
considered by several authors. For example, an A-space considered by Apte [1] is
by definition a space which fulfils the condition: Vr Φt = 0. -SΓ-space considered
by Tachibana [6] is a space in which v& Φn Ί" Vj φ/a = 0 holds. All these spaces
are related each other in the following scheme [3]:

(almost \
Kahlerian I

( s p a c e / \. /pseudo \
Hermitian 1 — - (A-space) >• (O "̂-space) ̂  J^ I Kahlerian I
space / ^ ^ y^ Vspace /.

(ίΓ-space)

Now, let £, denote the Lie derivative with respect to the infinitesimal
Ό

transformation v\ then £, ψu = 0 if vι preserves the almost complex structure.

*) Numbers in brackets refer to the reference at the end of the paper.
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Taking account of

<1) L Kkj = (£, KJ*) φj + Jtm* A #Jk«

and

(2) V, £ Γ/ - v, £ Γ«* + 2Sh}

1 £ IV = £, Km* [8],
V

1

where v a n ( ί *SΛ/ denote respectively the covariant derivative with respect to

rn

h and the torsion tensor of Γjt

Λ, it is evident that if the infinitesimal trans-

formation v* which preserves the almost complex structure is an affine trans-

formation with respect to the first canonical connection Γ#Λ (i. e. £, ΓΛ

Λ = 0)
A V

then it preserves Kk}.

Thus if one concerns only with O*-space, Tachibana's theorem can be seen

as a generalization of the theorem of Apte and Lichnerowicz, but in the

former a rather strong restriction on the space is made. Concerning to this fact

we have the following theorem which is situated in the middle stage between the

above two theorems:

THEOREM I. On compact A-space, if a transformation preserving the

almost complex structure preserves moreover both Kkj and the torsion tensor

of the first canonical connection, then it is an automorphism.

COROLLARY. On compact A-space if a transformation preserving the

almost complex structure also preserves both the curvature tensor and the

torsion tensor of the first canonical connection, then it is an automorphism.

For the proof of Theorem 1 we first prove the following:

LEMMA 1. If an infinitesimal transformation vι preserving the almost

complex structure on an almost Hermίtian space preserves moreover the tΰtsiofί

tensor of the first canonical connection, then the following relation hotdfi

grsVrVsVh + Rr

hvr = 0,

where the tensor Rr

h is obtained from the curvature tensor Rm

h of \ . • r/ tfltht

is Rt

h = Rtι g
lh and Rtι is the Ricci tensor.

PROOF. It is well known that the first canonical connection can be expressed

as follows [4] [8]:

(3) Γ/

where
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(4) T / = - -±-φSvjφι

r.

As the infinitesimal transformation preserves the torsion tensor, from

we have

(5) £(T/-7y) = 0
V

It is known that [8]

(6) £ V* ψr - V* £ 9>/ = **P* ψr* ~ hrP ΨP\
V V

where

(7) ί/-

Take account of £, ̂ Λ = 0, we have from (6) the following:
V

(8) £ v* φf = **/ 9»r' - tkr

p

 Ψp\
Ό

From (4) and (8) we have

(9) £ T / = - - | - ( ί / + *#' 9»ιP ̂ )

Put (9) in (5) and then note that φr

h is non-singular, we have

(10) tjp

r φ? = tj φ*,

from which it follows that

(11) — tjί — hp φό

p ψt1.

Multiply (fι and then contract, we have

(12) -/f/ = *u, f>/V/ = <«.V,

from which we have

(13) f t/ = 0.

From (13) and (7) we have

(14) / V j V i ^ + -R.*^ = 0.

It is proved by Tachibana [7] that in a compact A-space, if an analytic-

vector vι (i.e. an infinitesimal transformation which preserves the almost complex

structure) satisfies £, Kkj =0, then v* is volume-preserving, that is
V

(15) v . ^ = 0.

On the other hand it is well known [8] that in order for a vector vι to

generate a one-parameter group of motions in a compact orientable Riemannian»
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manifold, it is necessary and sufficient that vι satisfy (14) and (15).

Thus Theorem 1 follows from these two facts and Lemma 1.

2. Apte and Lichnerowicz [2] have also proved that if the homogeneous

holonomy group of a compact almost Hermitian manifold with respect to the

second canonical connection is irreducible, then an affine transformation with

respect to the second canonical connection preserving the almost complex stru-

cture is an automorphism.

On the other hand it is known that the first, second and third canonical

connection of an almost Hermitian space can be expressed respectively as-

follows [8]:

(16) ? / = | * } + T/, (α= 1,2,3)

where

(17) T/

2
h(18) T/ = — (v.ί ψu + Vi ψji + Vι ψji) <Plh>

3 h 1
(19) Tpi = — (y^ φu — Vi ^ji ~~ Vz £>ji) 0> >

From these expressions we have immediately the following:

LEMMA 2. For all the three canonical connections of an almost Hermitian

manifold to coincide, it is necessary and sufficient that the considered almost

Hermitian space reduces to a K-space.

Noting this lemma and the theorem of Apte and Lichnerowicz stated in

§1, it is evident that the theorem of Apte and Lichnerowicz in §2 holds for

.K-space without the restriction that the homogeneous holonomy group is irre-

ducible. Now a question arises if this theorem may hold without the same

restriction for some wider space. In relation to this point, we have the following:

THEOREM 2. In compact O*-space, if an affine transformatio?ι with respect

to the second canonical connection preserves the almost complex structure, then

it is an automorphism,

PROOF. It is proved by Koto [3] that in an O*-space if an infinitesimal

transformation vι preserves the almost complex structure, then the relation (14)

holds.

Taking account of this fact, it is evident that for the proof of Theorem 2

we have only to prove that vι is volume-preserving.

As vι preserves the torsion tensor of the second canonical connection, we
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have

(20) £ ( f / - T«ft) =0.
V

Substitute (18) in (20), we have

(21) £(9> f*ViΛi) = 0.
υ

Since vι is an affine transformation with respect to the second canonical

•connection we have £, Γ#Λ = 0, therefore we have from (16), (18) and (21) the

following:

(22) t3? - 4 " £- (*»'* V; *««) ~ 4 " £ (*>'* V. **) = 0.
Δ v Δ υ

Taking account of ^ψι = 0 and ψlh Vj Ψu — ψt Vj Φι\ we have from (22) the

following:

yΔό) tji — φL & (̂ Vj ψi ) κ~ ψi fc Wί Ψi ) = V.

Substitute (8) in (23) and then note that t& is symmetric with respect to

J,i we have

As 9>/* is non singular, from (24) we have

•Contracting with respect to / and j, we have

(26) tpr

r

φi

p + tjφ? = 0,

ίhat is

(27) ti^tip

lφίf=-tpr

rφi

p.

On the other hand it is proved by Tachibana [7] that in an A-space an analytic

vector vι satisfies the following:

(28) tt = tPr

rφ?.

Prom (27) and (28), it follows that

(29) fcrr = a , ( V « t f ) = 0 ,

therefore Vt v* =z const. Since the considered space is compact and orientable it

follows moreover from Green's theorem that v« v% = 0.

3. Finally, concerning to the third canonical connection we have the

following:
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THEOREM 3. In an almost Hermitian space an affine transformatio?ι with

respect to the third canonical connection is an affine motion with respect to*

the Hermitian metric gih that is the affine transformation with respect to

\ .. k Conversely, if an affine motion preserves the torsion tensor of the third

canonical connection, then it is an affine transformation with respect to the

third canonical connection.

PROOF. If the infinitesimal transformation z/ preserves the torsion tensor

of the third canonical connection, then we have
3 3

h(30) £ (Γ/ - 7Vι) = 0.
V

Substitute (19) in (30), we have

(31) £ ( ^ VJ Ψid ~ £ (<Pm Vι 9>M) ~ £ (<Pm V< Ψn) = 0.
V V V

On the other hand, from (16) and (19) we have

(32) £ fΛ* = */ - 4 - W VJ ΨU) ~ £ (*>'" V* <Pn) ~ £ (*'*
v Δ v v v

From (31) and (32) we have

(33) £ Γ / = fΛ\
V

from which the Theorem 3 follows, for an affine transformation preserves the-

torsion tensor.

As a one-parametric group of affine motions in a compact orientable Rie-

mannian space is a group of motions, it follows immediately from Theorem 3»

the following:

COROLLARY 1. In a compact almost Hermitian space, an affine trans-

formation with respect to the third canonical connection is an isometry.

COROLLARY 2. In a compact almost Hermitian space, if an affine trans-

formation with respect to the third canonical connection preserves the almost

complex structure, then it is an automorphism.

In concluding, I wish to express my hearty thanks to Prof. S. Sasaki for

his kind guidance and valuable suggestions.
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